PASHUPATI COTSPIN LIMITED
(CIN:L17309GJ2017PLC098117)
Reg. Off.: Survey No.404, At& Post Balasar,Kadi-Detroj Road,
Kadi- 382715, GujaratIndia
Email Id: haresh@srajaexport.com
Phone No.: 9099977560
Website: www.pashupaticotspin.com
Date: 12thFebruary, 2022
To,
The National Stock Exchange of India Limited,
Exchange Plaza,
Plot no. C/1, G Block,
Bandra-Kurla Complex
Bandra (E),Mumbai-400051
SUB: Intimation pursuant to Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR), 2015.
SYMBOL: PASHUPATI-EQ(SM)
Dear Sir/Ma’am,
This is to inform you under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015 that Company is intending to form a Limited Liability Partnership
(“LLP”) by way of subscribing forty-five percent (non-majority) share in the contribution in the
said LLP. The primary objective of the said new LLP would be to operate in the field of
construction and infrastructure.
Please take the same on your record.
Yours faithfully,
For, PASHUPATI COTSPIN LIMITED
Digitally signed by Saurinkumar
Saurinkumar
Jagdishchandra Parikh
Jagdishchandra
Date: 2022.02.12 15:02:22
+05'30'
Parikh
______________________________

SAURIN JAGDISHBHAI PARIKH
MANAGING DIRECTOR
DIN: - 02136530

PASHUPATI COTSPIN LIMITED
(CIN:L17309GJ2017PLC098117)
Reg. Off.: Survey No.404, At& Post Balasar,Kadi-Detroj Road,
Kadi- 382715, GujaratIndia
Email Id: haresh@srajaexport.com
Phone No.: 9099977560
Website: www.pashupaticotspin.com
Annexure – I
Sr.
No.
1.

Particulars

Details

Name of the Target Company, details in brief Name : SARJAK INFRA LLP (Proposed
such as size, turnover, etc.
LLP )

Total Contribution: 1,00,000/- (One Lakh
Only)
Turnover: New LLP so Turnover details not
applicable
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Whether the acquisition would fall within the The Company is subscribing forty-five percent
related party transaction(s) and whether the contribution in the LLP.
promoter /promoter group/ group companies
have any interest in the entity being acquired?
If yes, nature of interest and details thereof and Yes, and upon incorporation of the LLP
whether the same is done at “arms length”
Company would subscribe forty-five percent
contribution.
Industry to which the entity being acquired Construction and Infrastructure.
belongs
Objects and effects of acquisition (including The new LLP would be incorporated with a
but not limited to, disclosure of reasons for primary objective to carry on its operations
acquisition of target entity, if its business is in field of construction and infrastructure.
outside the main line of business of the listed
entity)
Brief details of any governmental or regulatory Not Applicable
approvals required for the acquisition;
Indicative time period for completion of the Not Applicable
acquisition
Nature
of
consideration
whether The New LLP would be incorporated with
cashconsideration or share swap and details of the initial contribution of Rs. 1,00,000/-.
the same
Cost of acquisition or the price at which shares Not Applicable
are acquired
Percentage of shareholding/ control acquired The new LLP would be having the capital
and/ or number of shares acquired
contribution of Rs. 1,00,000/-and out of

which Company is going to subscribe fortyfive percent share in the contribution.
10.

Brief background about the entity acquired in
terms of products/line of business acquired,
date of incorporation, history of last 3 years
turnover, country in which the acquired entity
has presence and any other significant
information (in brief)

The new LLP would be incorporated with a
primary objective to carry on its operations in
field of construction and infrastructure, The said
LLP.
Date of Incorporation: Yet to be incorporated.

Turnover of last 3 Years: Not Applicable

